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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the 2021 TRACKER OFF ROAD® Campaign Style Guide, where you’ll find all
the information you need to properly speak to our current and potential off-road vehicle
owners. In this guide, we’ll outline our campaign strategy for the 2021 model year,
including the correct copy voice, colors and photography style to use as you advertise our
vehicles.
We ask that you—our consultants, dealers and strategic partners—follow these simple
guidelines in all your advertising efforts this year. By doing so, you’ll help us create and
maintain a cohesive marketing campaign that is easily recognizable and aligns with the
TRACKER OFF ROAD brand essence.
If you have any questions, please contact one of the resources on page 13.

MEET TRACKER OFF ROAD

TRACKER OFF ROAD is a member of Bass Pro Group and WHITE RIVER MARINE GROUP™
(WRMG), the world’s largest boat builder by volume and home of America’s largest
boat retailer. TRACKER OFF ROAD vehicles are assembled in America by Americans for
Americans. We strive to get more outdoors enthusiasts off the beaten path to enjoy nature
at its finest, whether they’re trailriding, working the farm or cruising the neighborhood.

WRMG MISSION

WRMG and TRACKER OFF ROAD manufacture and distribute quality boats and off-road
vehicles, offering excellent performance, innovation and value, and provides world-class
service so everyone can experience the outdoors right.

LOGO USAGE

The TRACKER OFF ROAD logo is a key element in every advertisement. Make sure it is
placed in a prominent position, as outlined in the Brand Identity Guide, found here.
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STRATEGY ELEMENTS
The Strategy Elements are non-consumer facing ideas that summarize what TRACKER OFF ROAD® represents. The
elements ensure all marketing materials work together to strengthen and sustain the brand.

BRAND ESSENCE
By embodying all aspects of the Strategy, the Brand Essence brings it to life by highlighting the tone of the campaign.

BRAND Tagline
This is the heart of TRACKER OFF ROAD and quickly sums up the spirit of the brand. It speaks to what the brand represents—what
owners should expect from our off-road vehicles. It’s based on what we know owners want from these types of vehicles. It’s the
inspiration for all the visuals and copy during this year’s campaign.

EMOTIONAL BENEFIT
This is what kind of emotions the TRACKER OFF ROAD brand and vehicles evoke within our customers. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and
language we use when talking about the brand, as well as how we hope the consumer feels when they encounter a TRACKER OFF ROAD vehicle.

FUNCTIONAL BENEFIT
This speaks to what TRACKER OFF ROAD vehicles and their features offer functionally. This is reflected in the tone, imagery and language we
use when talking about features and technical aspects. Refer to this benefit to understand how copy and design should speak to the vehicle’s
core functionality, e.g., versatility, comfort and style.

MUSIC STYLE
This is the type of music that truly speaks to this brand. It aligns perfectly with the on-screen visuals/videos to create a completely
immersive experience for the viewer. 
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STRATEGY OVERVIEW
BRAND ESSENCE
For the love of mud, gravel and trail dust. For the love of farm roads, dirt roads and no roads. For the love of hunting, fishing and working outside with
your hands. For the love of conservation, preservation and restoration. TRACKER OFF ROAD vehicles are designed and built on American soil for kicking
up American soil. TRACKER OFF ROAD. BUILT FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY.™

B R AND TA GL I N E

BUILT FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY™

EM OT I ONA L B EN E F IT

Ignite a passion for the outdoors & love of country

FUNC T I ONA L BE N E F IT

Engineered by defense technology leader Textron &
designed by outdoor leaders at Bass Pro Shops® and
Cabela’s® to help Americans ride the trails, work the farm
or cruise the neighborhood

M U SI C ST Y L E

American rural symphonic, emotional, bold, hopeful,
evocative. It will range from intimate and friendly to
energetic, broad, sweeping and even epic and deliver a
feeling of power and passion for the outdoors, as well as a
deep underlying respect for conservation and the land with
which we are blessed. 

Tempo Example:
STUDIO CENTER—zik420_25 The Perfect Landscape

TRACKER OFF ROAD. Built for love of country.™
®
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MOOD Board
OBJECTIVE
The mood board provides creative inspiration
by showing key elements of the 2021
TRACKER OFF ROAD® brand campaign.

For the love of mud, gravel and trail dust. For the love of farm roads, dirt roads and no roads. For the love of hunting, fishing
and working outside with your hands. For the love of conservation, preservation and restoration. TRACKER OFF ROAD vehicles
are designed and built on American soil for kicking up American soil.
TRACKER OFF ROAD. BUILT FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY.™
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fonts & colors
FONTS
HEADLINE:

LIBERATOR HEAVY/REGULAR/LIGHT
ALL CAPS - FOR USE ON HEADLINES AND LARGER TITLES

STRATUM1 BLACK

ALL CAPS - FOR USE ON SOME PUNCTUATIONS (MOSTLY COMMAS)

BODY COPY:

DIN BOLD/MEDIUM/REGULAR & 10º ANGLE FOR ITALICS
FOR DETAIL INFORMATION, SMALL USES AND BODY COPY

COLORS
PRIMARY:
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BLACK

TRACKER ® RED

WHITE

PMS: RICH BLACK
C: 60 M: 40 Y: 40 K: 100
HEX: #000000

PMS COATED: 485C
C: 0 M: 100 Y: 91 K: 0
R: 237 G: 27 B: 45
HEX: #ED1B2D

C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 0
R: 255 G: 255 B: 255
HEX: #FFFFFF

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
BLACK METAL
TEXTURE

This is a charcoal grunge texture used to
accent body copy and the brand logo. It
should be used alongside the hero image
or neighboring the border.

LIGHT GRAY Texture

This serves as a subtle overlay on white
headlines and is always formatted at 10%
multiply.

BLACK STROKE

This is used to border printed advertising,
and is a optional element of design in
digital display ads and/or social media
posts.

RED BAR

A red bar will be used as a background
for headlines, logos or model feature
callouts. It can include secondary
texture or be at 100% solid red.
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For the love of mud, gravel and trail dust. For the love of farm roads, dirt roads and no roads. For the love of hunting, fishing
and working outside with your hands. For the love of conservation, preservation and restoration. TRACKER OFF ROAD vehicles
are designed and built on American soil for kicking up American soil.
TRACKER OFF ROAD. BUILT FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY.™

photography style
TRACKER OFF ROAD® photography centers around the authentic lifestyles of American outdoors enthusiasts and families in natural outdoor settings. The
lifestyle photography will focus on high-detail, slightly desaturated, cold and warm tones. Big vistas as backgrounds help amplify “BUILT FOR LOVE OF
COUNTRY ™” and connect the viewer emotionally to the great outdoors.
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COPY style
The TRACKER OFF ROAD brand position and brand attitude are expressed through headlines and copy that are unique to the TRACKER OFF
ROAD “BUILT FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY” experience. Every headline and copy block should convey our bold and adventurous love of the outdoors,
our USA Proud craftsmanship and our winning attitude about building America’s new favorite off-road vehicles.  Writing lines that boldly
assert our brand attitude allow our audience to feel our authentic TRACKER OFF ROAD passion for the outdoors, family and the land we love.

headline & body copy examples:

BUILT FOR LOVE
OF COUNTRY.

FREE RANGE
HUMAN.

PROUD SPONSOR OF
THE BIGGER PICTURE.

When America’s best loved outdoor brand partners
with America’s largest defense manufacturer, you
know the off-road vehicles they build together will
appeal to every person on American soil.

There is no greater freedom this country offers than
the ability to spend time in the wide open spaces. 
TRACKER OFF ROAD is built to maximize every
minute in the outdoors, with powerful, reliable
machines built for America’s outdoors-loving
families.

It’s more than a hunting and fishing machine. It’s
the engine of conservation. TRACKER OFF ROAD
was founded by Johnny Morris, one of America’s
foremost conservationists, to connect more families
to the outdoors. The more people love the outdoors,
the more people will help drive fish and game
management programs throughout the country.

digital & social media guidelines:
1) Inspire with headline        2) Inform with the body copy        3) Acquire with a call to action.
SPEAK AND ACT LIKE AUTHENTIC USERS OF THE PRODUCT, FROM THEIR POINT OF VIEW. DON’T JUST SAY IT, BE IT.
1. We exude confidence in everything we say.
2. We’re the friend you hunt and fish with.
3. We’re about the destination, the quest, the journey.
4. We pride ourselves in what we do. 
5. We’re here to get things done. Whether that’s getting to your destination or hauling stuff around your land.
6. We are stewards of the land.
7. We know that this is the best country in the world. It’s written in our hearts. And the freedom we enjoy and appreciate is always top of mind. It’s our birthright.
8. We have pride in our military.
9. We revel in making our own way.
10. We know that work and play actually can be one in the same.
11. We wear dirt and sweat as a badge of honor.
12. We are family first.
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Voice & tone
DO’S

DON’TS

COPY SHOULD BE

COPY SHOULDN’T BE

BOLD
FREEDOM
HARDWORKING
ADVENTURE
OUTDOORS KNOW HOW
PERFORMANCE
WINNER
HEADLINE EXAMPLES

HEADLINE EXAMPLES

SOME GUYS DON’T GET THEIR TURKEY IN THE FROZEN FOOD AISLE.

OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF NWTF. 

GO PLACES ONLY DUCKS GO.

TRACKER INTRODUCES THE OFFICIAL ATV OF DUCK HUNTERS. 

PROUD SPONSOR OF THE BIGGER PICTURE.

CONSERVATION IS OUR MISSION AT TRACKER OFF ROAD®.

BODY COPY EXAMPLES
When the terrain is better suited to ducks than duck hunters,
the new TRACKER OFF ROAD 570 gets you back where the fat
mallards live. The new TRACKER 570...
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AGGRESSIVE
COMBATIVE
TEDIOUS
UNINSPIRING
CITY MENTALITY
BORING
ONE OF THE CROWD

BODY COPY EXAMPLES
As the official ATV of Ducks Unlimited, TRACKER OFF ROAD
is proud to support all those who love duck hunting.
The new TRACKER 570...

GO PLACES

print examples

ONLY DUCKS GO.

AN AMERICAN
WORKHORSE AT HOME

ON THE RANGE.

INTRODUCING TRACKER OFF ROAD

BUILT FOR LOVE OF COUNTRY.
T R A C K E R O F F R O A D . C O M

Ducks Unlimited Ad

i-Banner

Shown with optional accessories.

2,000 LB
TOWING CAPACITY

10” OF GROUND
CLEARANCE

BEST-IN-CLASS
SOUND
58 DB AT IDLE

SIX-PASSENGER
SEATING

Sell Sheet
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Catalog Ad

New Model Tent Card

DIGITAL examples
Product Videos

Display Ads
®

TRACKER 800SX

LEARN MORE

Facebook & Instagram
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resources
Dee Thomas
Art Director
DLThomas2@basspro.com
417.873.6114

Josh Ray
Copywriter
jaray@whiterivermg.com
417.873.5359

Chris Wilson
Creative Manager
crwilson@basspro.com
417.873.4545

WRMGCreative.com
View and download high-resolution images, logos and Brand Identity & Campaign Style Guides.
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